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Coinerr, make your payments easierr, make your
world betterr, make your shopping saferr.
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The struggle:
Frequent instances of Internet fraud include business fraud, credit card fraud,
internet auction fraud, investment schemes, and non-delivery of merchandise;
Consumers reported losing more than $3.3 billion related to fraud complaints, an
increase of $1.5 billion from 2019. Twenty-two percent of imposter scams
reported money lost, totaling about $1.2 billion. The median amount consumers
paid in these cases was $311.
Introduction:
The combined success of e-banking solutions, ecosystem, and the original
crypto idea of decentralisation, build real value for coins and allowing everyone
in the world to be treated equally, made our team respond to people's voices in
the crypto community to start and launch Coinerr and its products.
In Coinerr, we are bringing three main ideas combined in one token, e-Banking,
Trustless contracts, helping those in need everywhere around the world, which
will make your payments easierr, make your world betterr, make your shopping
saferr.
ERR Value:
You can use ERR to pay for any fees on our platforms, along with other beneﬁts
including but not limited to:
• Pay for your online services using E-Banking Tranzacto.
• Use Tranzacto Virtual/Plastic cards to pay online or withdraw cash on any ATM in the world.
• Trade a strong coin in the crypto market.
• Trading goods in our Zeoni marketplace and partners online shops without risking you
getting scammed.
• Real life eco projects that help those in need to get life basics.
• Most liquidity and team wallets are locked, no rugballs
• Backed with big investors they store its value.
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Key words:
Always go for the betterr - Think Betterr choose the betterr - We offer
guarantee which will provide peace of mind for your investment - Guarantee,
It's as simple as that! - Take your everyday payment to the next level all around
the world - When values are near you, decisions become Easierr - Trust and
seizing the moment are the chances for success - Buy it with Trust - We build
a world of values - Enjoy the unbreakable smart contract with no need to trust
a middleman or any 3rd party - Absolute unbreakable - Reliable and equal
proof of value for everyone - Discover the world of value.

Binance Smart Chain

Binance Smart Chain brings EVM-compatible programmability

Why BSC Network ?
You’ve probably heard of Binance Chain, the home of the BNB currency. It’s
optimised for ultra-fast trading. To achieve this, it had to make certain trade-offs
– one being that it wasn’t as ﬂexible from a programmability standpoint as other
blockchains.
Well, Binance Smart Chain is here to change that, a new blockchain with a
full-ﬂedged environment for developing high-performance decentralised
applications. It was built for cross-chain compatibility with Binance Chain to
ensure that users get the best of both worlds.
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Introduction
Binance Chain was launched by Binance in April 2019. Its primary focus is to
facilitate fast, decentralised (or non-custodial) trading. Perhaps unsurprisingly,
the biggest decentralised application (or DApp) on it is Binance DEX, one of the
friendliest decentralised exchanges out there. You can use it via a web interface
at binance.org or through its native integration with Trust Wallet.
Due to limitations inherent to blockchain systems, however, the chain doesn’t
have much ﬂexibility – smart contracts in a system optimised for fast trading
could signiﬁcantly congest the network. Remember CryptoKitties? At the height
of its popularity, it brought the Ethereum blockchain to a standstill.
Scalability remains one of the most challenging hurdles to blockchain
development. And that’s where Binance Smart Chain comes in.
What is Binance Smart Chain?
Binance Smart Chain (BSC) is best described as a blockchain that runs in parallel
to the Binance Chain. Unlike Binance Chain, BSC boasts smart contract
functionality and compatibility with the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). The
design goal here was to leave the high throughput of Binance Chain intact while
introducing smart contracts into its ecosystem.
In essence, both blockchains operate side-by-side. It’s worth noting that BSC
isn’t a so-called layer two or off-chain scalability solution. It’s an independent
blockchain that could run even if Binance Chain went ofﬂine. That said, both
chains bear a strong resemblance from a design standpoint.
Because BSC is EVM-compatible, it launched with support for the rich universe
of Ethereum tools and DApps. In theory, this makes it easy for developers to port
their projects over from Ethereum. For users, it means that applications like
MetaMask can be easily conﬁgured to work with BSC. Seriously – it’s just a
matter of tweaking a couple of settings. Check out Use MetaMask for Binance
Smart Chain to get started.
How does Binance Smart Chain work?
Binance Smart Chain achieves ~3 second block times with a Proof-of-Stake
consensus algorithm. Speciﬁcally, it uses something called Proof of Staked
Authority (or PoSA), where participants stake BNB to become validators. If they
propose a valid block, they’ll receive transaction fees from the transactions
included in it.
Note that, unlike many protocols, there is no block subsidy of freshly-minted
BNB, as BNB is not inﬂationary. On the contrary, the supply of BNB decreases
over time, as the Binance team regularly conducts coin burns.
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Cross-chain compatibility
Binance Smart Chain was envisioned as an independent but complementary
system to the existing Binance Chain. Dual-chain architecture is used, with the
idea being that users can seamlessly transfer assets from one blockchain to
another. In this way, rapid trading can be enjoyed on Binance Chain, while
powerful decentralised apps can be built on BSC. With this interoperability, users
are exposed to a vast ecosystem that can cater to a myriad of use cases.
BEP-2 and BEP-8 tokens from Binance Chain can be swapped for BEP-20
tokens, the new standard introduced for Binance Smart Chain. Have you read An
Introduction to ERC-20 Tokens? Then you’ll already be familiar with the format
of BEP-20. It uses the same functions as its Ethereum counterpart.
To move tokens from one chain to another (i.e., BEP-2 to BEP-20 or vice versa),
the simplest method is perhaps to use the Binance Chain Wallet, available on
Chrome and Firefox. Check out Use Binance Chain Extension Wallet for a guide
to this.
Decentralised Finance on Binance Smart Chain
You may know that a number of digital assets – such as BTC, LTC, ETH, EOS, or
XRP – already exist on Binance Chain as “Peggy coins.” These are tokens that are
pegged to assets on their native chains. For instance, you might decide to lock
up 10 BTC in order to receive 10 BTCB on Binance Chain. At any time, you can
trade your 10 BTCB for 10 BTC, meaning that the price of BTCB should closely
track that of native BTC.
By doing this, you effectively port these assets onto the Binance Chain.
Interested in how this kind of thing can be achieved? Check out Tokenized
Bitcoin on Ethereum Explained.

PoA
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Because of the ﬂexibility afforded by Binance Smart Chain, assets from a
number of different chains can be used in the growing DeFispace. For instance,
applications like PancakeSwap allow users to trustlessly exchange assets (much
like Uniswap), engage in yield farming, and vote on proposals. Similar projects
include BurgerSwap and BakerySwap (if you’re new to crypto, hi! We’re big fans
of decentralised exchanges named after foods).
Closing thoughts
Binance Smart Chain greatly extends the functionality of the original Binance
Chain and joins a range of cutting-edge protocols designed to bridge the gap
between various blockchains. Though still in its infancy, the promise of BNB
staking alongside EVM compatibility makes the platform an ideal engine for
developers building powerful decentralised applications.
1 - E-banking system:
Blockchain enables banking transactions to be done by telephone or computer
rather than through human interaction. Its features include electronic funds
transfer for retail purchases, automatic teller machines (ATMs), and automatic
payroll deposits and bill payments.
Where our wallet can store your tokens with other major cryptos in an
environment that allows you to Buy/Sell/Send/Receive/Swap your tokens in a
matter of seconds, allowing you to move from crypto to ﬁat or the opposite
anytime anywhere, using Tranzacto-wallet all your business ﬁnancial in one
place: Banking, pay-outs, invoicing, cards and more.
Take your everyday payments to the next level. Load your card from your
account and spend with your Visa debit card in millions of shops around the
world.
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2 - Trustless-unbreakable smart contracts:
No need to trust a middle-man or any 3rd party anymore, a system where the
smart contracts are in play that ensures everyone gets his end of the deal done
correctly, freelancers, and online sellers will be much safer with our Zeoni
marketplace.
We use the smart contracts to run a full marketplace as we provide auctions and
reverse auctions options, where users can bid on items just like on eBay. Find
that item you have always been looking for, have dealers bid for you competing
for the lowest price! If you are a buyer, you also have the option of reverse
auctions.
The Buy / Sell Anything template allows users to set up sales contracts quickly.
This is like a decentralised Amazon. There is no more risk of “empty box” scams,
no more chargebacks, no more broken items! This is a complete revolution in
international trade, shipping, and sales. The deposits and peer-to-peer trade
style allow you to build trus t with buyers and merchants.
Following the path of people like David Zimbeck with what he did in BitHalo and
Bitbay in his journey of following the legendary Satoshi Nakamoto idea, Coinerr
is taking the smart contracts to a new level, items escrow is the solution for
buyers and sellers, together for a world with no cheating or fraud online.

To create independent trust between both parties,
smart contracts use a mutual commitment system,
which is very simple

No third party, no fees

When making a deal,
not only does the buyer make
a deposit, but also the seller
puts money into a joint account

By agreeing on a deal together
both parties keep their deposits

The money is locked into an Unbreakable
Contract and can only be released
when both parties are satisﬁed

if no agreement is
reached after a certain
time, the transaction is
automatically ﬁnished
and both parties lose
their deposits

When the buyer receives the product
or service the money is released.
Everybody is happy

But if one party attempts
to cheat on the other
the deposit is not released
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3 - PoV (Proof of Value)
Investors backing the token will ensure the token never drops under its ICO
price, A bot triggers an alarm and spots a buy order with +50% (0.00015$) of
ﬁnal ICO price market selling orders.

As part of our strategy to prevent the market violation, Coinerr will be launching
multiple buy walls in all ERR pairs in exchanges to control the price from
dropping under the ICO price. The buy wall will automatically launch using a bot
with open source code to keep the process transparent.
Therefore there is a limit of 500.000 USD for this feature. Sell orders with larger
amounts may get through for some time before reactivating the bot.
4 - Better future for our planet:
Ecosystem solutions for poor areas in the world, your transaction fees are not
going to waste! A smart contract will store all transactions fees when
sending/receiving/paying /or trading in Exchanges, Zeoni marketplace and
Tranzacto e-wallet in a public wallet where anyone can check online. Instead of
using it for our own beneﬁts or burning the coins we will use them for a good
cause.
Our third product, Satqa charity, Registered company with fully open
accounting and banking data, will raise yearly targeted locations to start a relief
campaign based on their idea of establishing types of an ecosystem that
provides water and electricity to deprived areas, Coinerr community (Active
ERR holders only) will choose and vote for the area (Country/City) and the
budget (Type of system installed and its size) of the ecosystem.
A 24 hours live video streaming on a popular platform shows the work Satqa will
do until the whole project is done.
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Token informations:
• Name: Coinerr
• Symbol: ERR
• Network: BSC
• Max supply: 30.000.000.000
• Wallet: Tranzacto
• Marketplace: Zeoni
• Charity: Satqa
• POV : Proof of Value
• Trustless contracts

www.coinerr.io
info@coinerr.io

Ofﬁcial Social Media links:
Facebook : https://www.facebook.com/Coinerr.rr
Twitter : https://twitter.com/coinerr_err
Instagram : https://www.instagram.com/coinerr_err
Youtube : https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCfU0PKNbak6ltlc7U5rCT3w
Reddit : https://www.reddit.com/user/Coinerr_ERR
Telegram : https://t.me/coinerr_ERR
Community Social Media links:
Telegram English Group : https://t.me/CoinerrEN
Telegram Arabic Group : https://t.me/CoinerrAR
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Expected allocation of Initial Distribution:

%

Amount (ERR)

Participant

30%
15%
15%
10%
10%
10%
10%

9,000,000,000
4,500,000,000
4,500,000,000
3,000,000,000
3,000,000,000
3,000,000,000
3,000,000,000

Liquidity for market*1
Build and perform upgrades for our products
Marketing and exchanges listing fees*3
Team*4
ICO*2 - Private sale.
ICO*2 - Public sale.
ICO*2 - Public sale.

Infographic Allocation:

10%
10%

30%

Liquidity
Marketing & Listing
Products Upgrading

10%

Private Sale

10%
15%

15%

Public Sale 1
Public Sale 2
Team
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Initial Distribution Notes:
Liquidity for market:
30% of ERR tokens will be in public addresses that anyone can check locked for
various times protected in smart contact, used later to supply exchanges with
liquidity or just burnt!
• 10% of it will be used for exchanges-liquidity right after the ICO.
• 10% of it will be locked for 3 months.
• 10% of it will be locked for 6 months.
ICO:
The ICO will be done in USDT, and BNB, in 3 phases.
• 10% Private sale: for our VIP, advisors and angel investors.
• 10% Public sale: Will be live on a decentralised website.
• 10% public sale:Will be hosted by a famous IDO website.
• Schedule,All times below are Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), UTC+0 hours.
Date

Task

2021/12/01

Start of the Coinerr project and its social media pages and Initial draft white paper.

2022/01/01

Announce Coinerr ICO plan and release whitepaper to the public.

2022/01/13

Coinerr website : www.coinerr.io

2022/01/15

ICO starts (Phase one) - 1 ERR = 0.00005 USD

2022/02/07

ICO starts (Phase two) - 1 ERR = 0.00008 USD

2022/02/15

ICO (Phase three) ﬁnishes /or whenever the tokens are sold - 1 ERR = 0.0001 USD

2022/02/15 to
2022/03/15

Distribute the coins to ICO buyers and start listing the token in exchanges!

•
ICO will start from 00:00 Jan 15th; investors can purchase ERR tokens in 3
phases, in phase 1 will be giving our VIP, advisors, angel investors, ﬁrst backers
and Coinerr community a special link to buy ERR, then in second phase will be
hosted on 3rd party decentralised website where process can be monitored by
everyone, and on the last phase which will be hosted on famous ICO website we
will go on a ﬁrst-come, ﬁrst-served basis until 9,000,000,000 tokens are sold.
As each new phase starts, the price will increase.
•
Investors will receive ERR tokens within three working days after the ICO
ﬁnishes; Max date for ICO to end is 15/02/2022 to 15/03/2022.
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Marketing & Exchanges listing :
Putting people trust in us is the most crucial thing; at Coinerr, we plan to expand
our brand and its products widely; Leveraging Social Media, Press Releases, Paid
Advertising, Inﬂuencer marketing will play big part in this stage, At the other
hand we will be reaching all top tier exchanges based on strategic plan to have
them list Coinerr in their websites, knowing that most exchanges ask for many
strict regulation to apply in addition of listing fee, we have chosen to set a 20%
of our token into play for the favour of marketing and listing, good marketing
plan and being in major exchanges listed is good plus for the project and the
coin investors.*A next version of this white paper will show exactly all our media
plans and our attempts to enter all top tier exchanges. *
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Team:
Team wallet contains 10% of total supply of Coinerr Token, this total supply is
splitted into 2 wallets 5% will be locked for 6 months, the other one will be open
for team expenses.

Founders:

Manuel Mohamed Tourki
Operations Manager
Founder of VENIGROUP holding, ByAlphaman clothing and CEO of LE PUR skin care
companies.
My role at Coinerr is changing to meet the demands of the project. Currently, I am the
Operations Manager which basically means I'm in charge of the team and also along with
Faris and Adel, I make most of the strategic decisions. I also work with our programmers
and smart contracts experts to make sure we meet everything we promised on time.
However, over the past 3 years I have been investing and advisor in many crypto projects.

Faris Ftasy
Project Manager
Chairman Funoon International Enterprise, Business Developer and Media Strategy
Consultant.
Bachelor's degree in Architecture & Urban Planning, Degree in institutional development
and leadership | Benedictine University / Chicago Illinois | Student Leader of 2014 MEPI /
US department of state program / visual artist and outreach Consultant, worked with the
United Nations Development Program, Unicef and Chemonics, an expert in branding,
visual design, animation, motion graphics and UIX with over 10 Years of experience.
Supervising social media, creative and technical teams in Coinerr, apart from being a CEO
in the project, I’m responsible for the ﬁnal brand image.

Adil Cihan
CEO and Arabic Community Manager
Founder of Crypto Aﬁcionados, CEO, and the manager of the Arabic community of
Coinerr token. I have gathered a lot of cryptocurrencies experience by managing over
9000 investors and crypto holders from all around the Middle East for multiple years.
Efﬁcient in dealing with all sorts of cryptocurrencies. Bachelor in computer engineering.
I can program on various applications, which include Java and Python programming
languages.
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Product Development:

Safa Emhemed
PR and Social Media Manager
My role in coinerr is to publish and show people globally what exactly coinerr is properly
throughout social media platforms.
Currently, I’m the one who is coordinating between the management and team in terms
of all social media platforms needs like ( designs, content, videos, etc.) asides from
scheduling and publishing on the platforms.

Rahim Omar
Senior Application Manager and Smart Contracts Expert
Front-end and Back-end programmer, Coinerr applications developer and head of coding
department.

Muhaned Msallem
Application Manager
I work as a front-end web developer with three years of experience as a UX/UI designer.
Also, I have good experience dealing with smart contracts and solidity.

Community Managers:

Manuela Grisales
Spanish Community Manager

Iulia Storoj-Babici
Russian Community Manager
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Satqa plan:
What makes Satqa unique is that we don't ask anyone to donate their own
money! On the opposite, we brilliantly add to your cash, and here we will explain
how the whole system works!
So whenever you make a transaction in exchange or any ERR apps, your
transaction fees will be sent to a known wallet presented on our website and in
Satqa social media accounts. This wallet will be ﬁlled with all transaction fees,
and then it will be cashed out to support those in need, simple, right? That's not
all!
When running a real-life project like planting 1 million trees in a desert or solar
energy system in an impoverished tribe or installing a clean water system in no
rain areas, Coinerr's name will follow the campaign where all the newspapers,
reporters, and TV talk about us! This will help Coinerr get more publicity which
makes the coin more wanted, which will lead to making its price grow even
higher.

In theory, what you pay as fees will be returned to you for more proﬁts and a
better world to live in; Coinerr’s team will not use that money in any suspicious
activities ( supporting Religious groups or giving away the cash to 3rd part
charities), mods will run a community poll to choose how and where we can help
those in need!
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